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NBC Newsman Impressive
By EMILY HEDRICK

Sander Vanocur has charisma.
If he ran for public office
himself, it's a cinch Guilford
College residents would vote for
him hands down.

As it is now, his fans must be
content for him only to analyze
the campaigns of those in
politics.

That is just what Sander
Vanocur, one of NBC-TV's top
news commentators, did in
Guilford's Dana Auditorium last
week.

Vanocur, who had been on
the air for 17 straight hours
during his network's election
coverage, admitted on the
podium that his audience was to
get "pot luck" that night, "the

ramblings of a wreck."
He spoke not for his

company, but for himself, which
in the end endeared him to his
already-receptive audience.
Among his personal convictions
are the belief that Ramsey Clark
is one of the best attorney
generals the country has ever
had; that this country has the
moral obligation to get out of
Vietnam; and that America has
turned to the catch-all "law and
order" stigma for its "demon,"
filled until recently for two
decades by Communism.

"The American people are
groping for some way to go.
They have a split personality.
Somewhat the same people who
would have voted for Bobby
Kennedy turned out for Wallace,
simply because they wanted
someone who 'tells it like it is.'
The Wallace voters were merely
registering an honest
discontent. . . .

"George Wallace was the first
to discover the alienation of a
faction of people that began in
the New Deal, those people who
were 'put upon' by the System
..

. those whiles who were
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getting pushed around, and who
knew something was wrong.

"This country needs a moral
uplift, which begins with moral
leadership inspi rational,
enlightened leadership?from the
President of the United States."

The way Sander Vanocur was
talking, one could have sworn he

would be able to provide such
leadership himself.
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meeting in the hope that
leadership will emerge and the
organization of the group will
mature.

The future of S.F.A. depends
upon a leader emerging who will
guide and tie together the
individual committees. Vickie
Wvszynski expressed optimism
about the future, believing that
"because the needs remain,

members will remain unified
because of the need of
cooperation in order to reach
their goals. When a leader is
chosen, he will be able to
coordinate our efforts."

"Time-In Day Planned For UNC
(Daily T;ir Heel)

Time-In day? "It represents
an attitude toward University
life that we fell was not
adequately considered during
lime-Out." said Hubert Martin.

Jr. of the UNO faculty.
The Classics Department

teacher and his colleague.
Professor William ('. West, sent
out a letter proposing a Time-In
day. "The announcement is a
revision of the statement sent to
all faculty" by the lime Out
managing committee.

"Time-In is a day designed
for the University Community

to suspend its normal
extracurricular activities and to
devote itself exclusively to Ihe
acquiring and propagating of
knowledge." according to the
letter.

The date set was Tuesday.
Nov. 12. The statement said,
?"l ime In

...
will take different

forms, including the reading of
books, writing of papers and
conducting of laboratory
experiments."

It "will also he the best
opportunity for the preparation
of assignments and attending
classes."
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